
 

Consumers Health Forum of Australia Submission to the Issues Paper for the 
Post-Market Review of the Life-Saving Drugs Programme (LSDP) 
 
The Consumers Health Forum of Australia (CHF) is pleased to provide a submission 
to the Issues Paper for the Post-Market Review of the Life-Saving Drugs Programme 
(the Issues Paper). CHF is the national peak body representing the interests of 
Australian healthcare consumers. CHF works in the public interest to achieve safe, 
quality, timely healthcare for all Australians, supported by accessible health 
information and systems. 
 
Before going into the content of our views, we want to express our deep concerns 
with the limitations the Review has given to stakeholders to comment on the Issues 
Paper. 
 
The Issues Paper presents 28 questions under the Terms of Reference that each 
require thorough examination, to say nothing of the four Options the Review has 
presented. And yet whereas stakeholders were given 66 working days to provide 
input to the Terms of Reference, they were originally afforded a mere 11 working 
days for the detailed Issues Paper before the extension was granted. Moreover, and 
despite the content of the Issues Paper and accompanying Technical Assessment, 
submissions have been limited to five pages. 
 
Finally, we would be remiss if we did not mention that, as part of this Review, we 
were contracted by the Department of Health to conduct a targeted consumer 
consultation on Terms of Reference 4 and 7. 
 
We were not informed that this Issues Paper was not merely in development at the 
time we were contracted, which would have been invaluable as part of our 
consultation, but were informed after consultations had begun that it was to be 
released for public comment prior to receiving our final report. As such, we have very 
little confidence that the options developed for comment were done with the 
consumer opinion and experience in mind. 
 
To be frank, this process falls far short of best practice for a stakeholder consultation.  
 
Given these limitations, we’ve confined our comments to the domains that we find 
most relevant: 
 

 Access 

 Equity 

 Transparency 

 Quality of life 
 
We do not comment on Terms of Reference 4 or 6, as we believe we respond to the 
bulk of the questions and issues presented through our discussion of the way forward 
for the LSDP, as well as through our consumer consultation. We do not comment on 
Term of Reference 5 because those questions exceed our experience in the details 
of delivering care to those supported by the LSDP. 
 
  



 

ToR 1. Review the clinical effectiveness and safety of medicines currently 
subsidised through the LSDP. 
 
Should the Government expect some further evidence to support a continued benefit 
for patients through mechanisms like managed entry schemes and pay for 
performance mechanisms when the relative effectiveness of a drug is not clear?  

 
There is always uncertainty in medicine, and it could discourage pharmaceutical 
companies to either develop or market medicines for rare diseases in Australia, or for 
GPs and dispensers to provide them, if there were potential that they might have to 
pay a fee because a medicine is proven to be effective in the long-term. Moreover, 
we believe that this would run counter to providing persons suffering from rare 
diseases access to medicines for “off label” purposes, or for clinical trials, if there’s 
some potential – if uncertain – that such use could assist in their treatment. 
 
Is it reasonable to continue therapy when the patient’s disease progressively 
deteriorates as assessed by clinical parameters and clinical assessments?  

 
If there are no other therapies, and a patient’s condition could be reasonably 
expected to deteriorate at a more rapid rate without treatment than with treatment, it 
is entirely reasonable for them to want to continue treatment. 
 
Who should decide to continue therapy if the disease and/or the disease symptoms 
are not stable or improving (i.e. the disease is progressing)? 

 
If the patient is still of sound mind, then treatment should always be their choice and 
in consultation with their team of health professionals. When a patient is no longer of 
sound mind, then their families should be in consultation with the medical staff. The 
Government should have no role in this discussion. 
 
ToR 2. Review emerging clinical treatments and diseases, including those that 
identify sub-groups by molecular target, which could potentially seek 
subsidisation through the LSDP in the future. 
 
Should the LSDP be extended to treatments that are specific to one or two 
individuals and/or to small subsets of individuals with a unique rare mutation which 
responds to a specific therapy (i.e. truly individualised therapy)? 

 
Medicines for treating are mutations of otherwise common diseases should not be 
covered by the LSDP. We would consider these classes of medicines better suited 
for the Highly Specialised Drugs Programme (HSDP). The LSDP, or some future, 
comprehensive rare disease scheme, ought to be confined to treatments for diseases 
that are classified as rare. Within that scheme, there could be room accommodating 
even more targeted therapies. 

 
If so are the criteria of value and effectiveness currently used by the PBAC still 
relevant? If not what should be the criteria for each of the groups referred to in the 
question above? 

 
The criteria of value and effectiveness are relevant, but the issue is PBAC’s reliance 
on costs and medical efficacy to the exclusion of quality of life considerations. 
Regarding the criteria for groups whose diseases are subsets of otherwise common 



 

diseases, then they should not be categorised as having a rare disease and fall 
under the scheme. 
 
ToR 3. Conduct an international comparison of subsidisation of drugs for rare 
diseases and the definitions for a rare/ultra-rare disease. 

 
Should there be an explicit definition of what constitutes a rare disease for purposes 
of public funding and, if so, what should that be?  

 
Yes, and we disagree strongly with the Reference Group that a definition of 1 in 
100,000 would be “reasonable.” It may be “within the range” of international 
definitions, but on the far side of that range. It would mean that in order for a disease 
to be considered “rare” in Australia, no more than 238 people could be diagnosed per 
rare disease. 

 
We support defining a disease as rare if it has a prevalence of less than 1 in 2500 
people in Australia, and we oppose a definition that exceeds a prevalence of 1 in 
10,000 people. 

 
What other criteria other than effectiveness should be taken into account in deciding 
the merits of public subsidy for a new drug under this category? 
 
We believe that more emphasis needs to be placed on the severity of the disease 
intended to be treated, in terms of potential loss of quality of life and shortened life. 
While in an ideal world, a medicine would be able to be proven effective in either 
curing a disease or improving quality of life, respecting that many medicines for rare 
diseases do not benefit from very large or multiple clinical trials, we believe that there 
should then be a robust, post-market assessment of approved medicines so that 
government can undertake an evaluation of whether it should continue to be 
supported. 
 
The criteria should be developed in robust consultation with stakeholders that include 
industry, medical, government, and consumer groups.. 
 
What mechanism should be used to measure those criteria in a valid and 
reproducible way that could be applied generally to other drugs seeking subsidy for 
rare diseases?  
 
A future scheme has to allow for variability and provide flexibility for PBAC and other 
decision-makers to make the best possible decisions for patients based on the data 
available. While there ought to be baseline criteria and definitions for effectiveness 
and quality of life considerations, these should be considered as “optimal” criteria 
while allowing for other pathways for approval. 
 
  



 

ToR 7.  Establish a framework for data collection on rare diseases in Australia 
and assess how this could function internationally. 
 
Should the cost of maintaining a data registry be distributed across all the 
stakeholders (Government, drug companies and patients)? How might this be done?   
 
We do not support the idea that the cost of maintaining a registry ought to be 
distributed among stakeholders, although there ought to be a very clear, single 
custodian for the data to minimise the risks to consumers’ private information being 
compromised. 

 
How the scheme might play out would depend first and foremost on the purpose and 
operation of the registry. For example, if it’s to be used primarily by researchers, then 
we might expect academic institutions to bear a higher portion of the costs as 
opposed to a registry for clinical trials, in which case pharmaceutical companies 
ought to be expected to be a major contributor. In whatever scheme, though, We 
believe that the Commonwealth or State and Territory governments play a role, 
although we make no recommendations on their level of commitment.  

 
However, we would not support extending the cost contribution to patients, who are 
already bearing the cost of suffering from a rare disease. 
 
Options for the future of the LSDP 
 
While we respond to each of the options presented, we do not feel that any of the 
options presented in the Issues Paper reflect the options available to Government in 
reforming the LSDP. In many ways, the options presented seem wholly detached 
from the discussion in the paper and the accompanying Technical Assessment, with 
no cross-referencing between the proposed actions, risks, and benefits. 
 
We are aware that during the public consultation phase on the Terms of Reference, 
Rare Voices Australia (RVA) provided the Review with at least the preliminary 
scheme of what it has called a “Section 200” programme for a general rare diseases 
strategy. They provided further details on this strategy to our consumer consultation, 
and which were included in our Consultation Report, delivered on 15 May 2015. 
 
RVA developed this strategy in consultation with stakeholders from across the health 
sector, and we would encourage the Review to give it greater consideration as it 
revisits the options presented for this phase of the consultation. 
 
Option 1: LSDP continues in its current form 

 
We do not believe that the LSDP is able to continue in its current form. This is not 
because of any perceived unsustainability in the system, but because its current 
structure and criteria are inequitable and do not represent a commitment to a truly 
comprehensive rare diseases scheme. 

 
The reforms necessary to the LSDP hinge on promoting quality of life, transparent 
and clearer standards for including diseases and treatments under the scheme, and 
expanding possible pathways for medicines to be listed under the program. These 
reforms ought to take place as part of a broader strategy for addressing rare 
diseases in the health system. 
 



 

Option 2: LSDP ceases and becomes a S100 programme for rare diseases 
 

While this option comes closest to addressing the need for a national rare diseases 
strategy, it is deficient on a number of levels, and as such, we cannot wholly support 
it.  

 
Although S100 programmes are already well established and known administrative 
schemes, rare disease treatment needs a more comprehensive approach than just a 
drugs programme alone. It requires the Government to be more aggressive in how it 
negotiates the prices of medicines, broad collection and sharing of data on rare 
diseases, and clear pathways and criteria for diseases and treatments to fall under 
the scheme. 

 
We would be supportive of a new legislative authority for treating rare diseases that 
combines: 

 

 Reforms to PBAC approval processes and PBS listings for medicines intended 
for rare and very rare diseases,  

 An approval and evaluation process that includes stakeholders from industry, 
government, and consumer organisations, and 

 Evaluations and assessments that consider quality of life criteria. 
 

Option 3: LSDP ceases and is subsumed into state public health system 
 

We oppose this option. Quite frankly, this option seems ill considered. Nowhere is 
this idea supported in the Issues Paper. There is no incentive for the states and 
territories to take responsibility for a Commonwealth drug programme, and even if 
there were, the Commonwealth would almost certainly be required to commit 
resources to the scheme. The proposal leaves open the possibility that there might 
be eight very different schemes for treating rare diseases, each variable and 
inconsistent in both criteria and resources. 
 
Option 4: Other cap on total programme cost 

 
We strongly oppose this option. There are no reasonable criteria or arguments which 
could be made that persons suffering from rare diseases could have their treatments 
potentially suspended if Government approaches a “cap” on expenses. It 
disadvantages patients not under the scheme, and provides no confidence to those 
receiving treatment that any future, needed treatments might be cut-off as the cap is 
approached. 


